BACHELOR PARTY (The Phoenix Wedding Book 1)
Synopsis

Four Couples. Eight grooms. One explosive bachelor party. As four Phoenix couples prepare to tie the knot, excitement and anticipation escalates. Sexual tension crackles the air as straight boys become curious, new lovers venture into uncharted territory, and the boys of the Phoenix Club strap on their G-strings for one huge bachelor party blowout. Note: This is an M/M romance and should be read by readers 18yo and above only.
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Customer Reviews

Another damned fine read by Bishop. Spoiler alert. This one starts with the planning of a bachelor party for Cole and Gabe, Angel and Dane, Max and Horatio and Abel and Devlin. The party is planed by four of the Phoenix Club dancers. It will be one hell of a party. Axel and Clint plan on marrying but they sure won’t be attending any bachelor parties. Not if Cowboy has anything to say about it and Axel tells Cory they better have health insurance if they try to rope Cowboy into a party. Cochise and Kane are now living together in a house. Both are doing well though Cochise, the Egyptian, is still his usual somber self. Max and Horatio are more than a little intimidated by this party as they are decades older than the "boys" who are also getting married and the "boys" who
are planning this party. Max wonders just what in hell they are letting themselves in for as are a few of the other husbands to be. Seth, Horatio's old boyfriend, the same Seth and Carl who got Max and Horatio together, has an invitation to the bachelor party. He and his current boyfriend Jamie will be attending. Grid is a friend who's straight but wants to experiment with the gay scene. He will also be coming and what he finds out about himself will open up a whole new world for him. It will also reveal a man named Nolan Emery. Darius, Max's brother, has also found a place where he is accepted and a man, Riley, who loves him. Darius hasn't had sex with him yet but is almost there. Riley is more than willing to wait for Darius. Carl and Lex are also doing more than well as are all their friends at the Phoenix Club. Clint and Cochise are after Adrian to lure the killers of Shay's sister their way.
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